Autumn 1 Homework (Y5)
Activity

Project
Due in Monday 22nd
October

Basic Skills – Number
Ongoing (no written work
required to be handed in)

Basic skills – Measure
th

Due in on Monday 15

October

Basic Skills – nonnegotiable spellings/or
a spelling rule
Occasional tests throughout the half
term / learnt spellings to be seen
spelt correctly in written work

Reading Challenge
th

Due in Monday 15 October
(presented however
appropriate)

Exploration Project: Create a presentation to
tell others about a place that you have
explored. This could be a 3D model, poster, or
display. It should inform us about several
aspects of the place that you have discovered.

Must/Should/Could

Parent
comment

M: Show where in the world the place is.
S: Explain different features of the location.
For example landmarks, wildlife and
population.
C: Present your project in a creative way
and make links to other parts of the world.

(Has your child
enjoyed the work?
How independent
have they been?
What further
learning might they
benefit from?
Anything else you
would like us to
know Etc)

Consolidate your times tables up to 12 x 12.
Try our new ‘Rock Star’ maths challenges
online. Keep an eye out for your log in details.
Carry out an investigation to find out the area
and perimeter of different rooms in your
house. Make sure that you include the units of
measurement and talk about whether there is a
relationship between the perimeter and area of
each room.
Topic spellings:
Exploration
Unknown
Regions
Expedition
Exploratory
Continent
Equator
Geography
Navigation
Summit
Weekly spellings to follow.
Zoom in- Look for relative clauses in your reading
book and write down 5.
Zoom out- Create a book review for your favourite
reading book for our class reading corner.
Reading challenge – Book points
Can you read every night (signed by your parents) to
get the most book points in your class?

Em: Can you measure accurately to find the
area and perimeter of a room?
Met: Can you show how you found the
perimeter and area of each room?
Ex: Can you explain whether there is a
relationship between the perimeter and
area measurements?
Be able to write a definition of each word
and put it into a sentence.

Teacher comment

